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Introduction
Nearly three decades has passed since the seminal papers by Robert Merton (1976a Merton ( , 1976b , suggested that asset price dynamics may be modeled as Jump-Diffusion (JD) processes and provided the foundations to value contingent claims under this specification. Building on the works of Press (1967) , Merton posited that the returns processes consists of three components, a linear drift, a Brownian motion representing "normal" price variations, and a compound Poisson process that accounts for "abnormal" change in prices (jumps) generated by "news" arrivals. Upon the arrival of news, jump magnitudes are determined by sampling from an independent and identically distributed (IID) random variable. For the purpose of pricing options, Merton further assumed that the jump magnitude are log-normally distributed (LJD hereafter) . This special case renders estimation and hypothesis testing tractable and has become the most important representation of the Jump-Diffusion process.
Almost every aspect of modern finance, from valuations and portfolio choice to option pricing and corporate finance, as well as the ever expanding field of financial econometrics, critically depend upon the form of the probability distribution describing the dynamics of security prices.
Although the Geometric Brownian Motions (GBM) had served as a convenient and tractable framework, as the empirical evidence against GBM accumulated (see Sundaresan (2000) ), Merton's JD representation gained wide acceptance, primarily because it was shown to be more consistent with the empirical return distributions (higher peak and excess kurtosis and skewness). Moreover, empirical evidence indicates that option pricing formulas based on JD representation exhibit less bias -i.e. better explain the "smile" and "skew" across both moneyness and maturity (see Bakshi, Cao & Chen (1997) and the survey by Garcia, Ghysels & Renault (2004) ). Chernov, Gallant, Ghysels & Tauchen (2003) , Eraker, Johannes & Polson (2003) , and the papers in Aït- Sahalia & Hansen (2004) provide a complete survey of the most important developments in the JD literature, focusing on the econometric issues. Bates (2003a) provides an assessment of the progress in this area and highlights some of the remaining challenges.
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The JD class of representations are composed of three building blocks: a drift, a diffusion, and a jump component. Generalizations occur by assuming different theoretical structure for each block (e.g., stochastic volatility and mean reversion). Numerous variations have been proposed to enhance the jump specification, including different distributional assumptions for the jump magnitude, time varying jump intensity, and correlated jump magnitudes, to name a few. For example, Naik (1993) proposed a model in which price volatility jump from one regime to another. Andersen & Andreasen (2000) combined a deterministic volatility structure with log-normally distributed Poisson jumps. Bakshi & Cao (2004) and Eraker et al. (2003) considered models in which both stock price and volatility jump.
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In the end, a large number of continuous time models emerge, primarily by choosing different specifications for the basic building blocks. Each specific formulations can be shown to be a special case of the Affine Jump Diffusion (AJD) framework of Duffie, Pan & Singleton (2000) . Huang & Wu (2004) provide a systematic catalog of the AJD alternatives and their properties. The popularity of AJD framework is due to its modeling flexibility that captures important features of financial processes, and its technical tractability in deriving standard and extended transforms for option and bond pricing, as well as econometric estimation.
The Double Exponential Jump Diffusion (DEJD) is a special case of the AJD family but it has desirable properties for both pricing exotic options and econometric estimation. In its most popular form, the jump-diffusion model has a single jump component that captures the impact of news on security prices. News that cause upward jump in prices -"good news"-and news that cause downward jump in prices -"bad news"-are not distinguished by their intensity or distributional characteristics. This potential limitation of the simple jump-diffusion framework has lead to two alternative specifications.
3 Under Kou's (2002) DEJD specification, a single Poisson process with fixed intensity generates the jumps in prices, but the jump magnitudes are drawn from two independent exponential distributions. Ramezani & Zeng (1998) independently propose the Pareto-Beta Jump-Diffusion (PBJD), assuming that good and bad news are generated by two independent Poisson processes and jump magnitudes are drawn from the Pareto and Beta distributions.
Below we show that the two models are closely related in that the parameters of one model can be exactly recovered from the other.
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The DEJD model has gained popularity primarily because its distribution is asymmetric and leptokurtic. Furthermore, as Kou (2002) , Sepp (2004) and Kou & Wang (2004) have shown, the DEJD model leads to nearly analytical solutions to many option pricing problems, including certain exotic and path dependent options. This is a significant advantage as most of the existing methods for pricing options under the jump-diffusion processes are confined to plain vanilla European options. Because of these features, the DEJD has been used to model the price process for stocks indexes, as well as pricing credit risk instruments tied to individual stocks. 5 However, estimation and empirical assessment of this model has received little attention to date. 6 In practice, most studies have arbitrarily selected "reasonable" parameter values, because as Huang & Huang (2003) observe "no study has estimated the parameters for this model". The primary objective of this paper is to remedy this deficiency by providing an empirical assessment of the DEJD specification.
Using daily data for a large sample of firms and daily and monthly data for the S&P-500 and the NASDAQ composite, we undertake a comprehensive empirical evaluation of DEJD. We utilize the BIC criterion to assess the performance of DEJD relative to a number of alternatives. For individual stocks, we find that relative to the LJD, the DEJD provides a better fit for only 11% of the firms. For these firms and the indexes, we compare DEJD to six popular versions of the Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity (ARCH) specification. The performance of DEJD for individual stocks remains weak. For indexes the ARCH alternatives dominate, but the DEJD provides a better fit than LJD. Overall the empirical evidence in support of DEJD is mixed.
The Model
In this section we first present the Pareto-Beta Jump-Diffusion (PBJD) model, which assumes that good and bad news are generated by two independent Poisson processes and jump magnitudes are drawn from the Pareto and Beta distributions (Ramezani & Zeng 1998) . We then identify the conditions under which PBJD reduces to DEJD specification, which has a single Poisson process generating news and two independent exponential distributions generating the up and down jump magnitudes. These models represent simple extensions to Merton's (1976a) JD model. While the motivation for the DEJD is to price exotic options and explain the "volatility smile," PBJD is put forth to statistically test the hypothetical distinction between good and bad news and their associated intensities.
There are several economic justifications for making a distinction between good and bad news.
At a microeconomic level, Milgrom (1981) has formalized the notion of good and bad news and shown that such distinction plays an important role in rational expectation models that are the foundation of information economics. In particular, Milgrom (1981) shows that the arrival of good (bad) news about a firm's prospects always leads to a rise (fall) in its share price. At the firm level, discontinuous up and down price movements may be a consequence of significant changes in the operating and financial structure of the firm, its competitive environment, changes in organization and other corporate plans. 7 Moreover, Kou (2002) argues that investors' sentiment in the form of under-reaction and overreaction, as documented in behavioral finance literature, leads to differential response to good and bad news. At the macroeconomics level, expansionary and contractionary periods are accompanied with unequal frequency of good and bad news arrivals (see Maheu & McCurdy (2004) ). 8 The differential in intensity of news arrival may be in turn driven by broader economic cycles, recurrent technological change and innovation, or perhaps unexpected shifts in social, demographic, and political cycles.
The separation of good from bad news implies that the range of values for the random percentage change in price must be constrained. Because stocks represent limited liability, the percentage change in prices due to bad news must be bounded from below by minus one hundred percent.
Similarly, the percentage change in prices due to arrival of good news must be positive. Because of these constraints, care must be taken when choosing a distribution for either up or down jump magnitudes. Under the PBJD, the jump magnitudes for good and bad news are drawn from the Pareto and Beta distributions, respectively. In addition to having the appropriate supports, these distributions lead to a tractable likelihood function and facilitate MLE.
Let S(t) denote the price of stock at time t and assume that the price process can be represented by the following:
where µ and σ are the drift and volatility terms, Z(t) is a standard Wiener process, V j is the jump magnitude, and N j (λ j ) are independent Poisson processes with intensity parameters λ j (j = u, d
represent up-and down-jumps respectively). At this point it may be tempting to extend this specification to include stochastic volatility. However, given our objective to provide parameter estimates for DEJD we will not undertake this extension. Keppo, Meng, Shive & Sullivan (2003) have extend the DEJD to include stochastic volatility but these authors do not obtain MLE estimates for this specification. In general, it is difficult to obtain a closed form likelihood function for a model that nests jump structures like equation (1) and continuous time conditional heteroskedasticity. Moreover, as Huang & Wu (2004) observe, the variation in return volatility can be generated either by variations in diffusion variance, or variations in the arrival rates of jumps, or a combination of the two. These authors argue that the evidence favors variations in jump intensity, which is partially achieved by the formulation in equation (1).
It is assumed that the up-jump magnitudes (V u ) are distributed Pareto(η u ) with density function
All jumps are assumed to be independent, which implies a mixture of Pareto-Beta distributions for jump magnitudes. The specification in (1) is a Lévy process; it has stationary and independent increments and is continuous in probability.
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The Doléans-Dade formula (Protter 1991) provides an explicit solution for (1):
Let Y = ln(V ), using equation (2), the s period rate of return, r(s), is:
where N j s , j = u, d denotes the number of good (bad) news over the time period s. In appendix 1 we derive both the conditional and the unconditional density functions for r(s) and show that it is a probability weighted mixture of normal and exponential distributions.
The connection between the PBJD and DEJD can now be established as follows. Let λ =
, and q = 1 − p, then the distribution of jump magnitudes is a probability weighted mixture of Pareto and Beta:
where, setting Y = ln(Ṽ ) and noting that the distribution of the logarithm of Pareto and Beta is exponential (see appendix 1), we obtain:
This is the distribution of the logarithm of the jump magnitudes under the DEJD, which has a jump intensity λ and Y has an IID mixture distribution of Exponential(η u ) and Exponential(η d )
with probabilities p and q, respectively. Note that from an inference perspective, both models have the same number of parameters to estimate:
Having established the connection between these models, in the reminder of the paper we use "DEJD" to refer to both.
Merton's Log-normal Jump-Diffusion (LJD) model also has a single jump component with magnitude V distributed IID log-normal (α, β 2 ) and Poisson (λ) arrival rate. However, the LJD and DEJD specifications are not nested. Without the jump components, these models reduce to the standard GBM. Table 1 presents the first four moments of returns for GBM, LJD, and the DEJD. Clearly, relative to GBM, both LJD and DEJD are capable of generating a higher peak, positive or negative skewness, and positive kurtosis and are therefore likely to better match the empirical returns distribution. However, a priori it is not clear whether DEJD performs better than LJD in this regard. An empirical examination is needed to address this issue. Focusing on the jump specification in (4), three special cases can be delineated:
(1). Suppose η u = η d = η and λ u = λ d = λ (i.e., p = .5), then the distribution of jumps will be symmetrical with higher peak and positive kurtosis relative to normal. Tsay (2002, page 245) discusses the properties of this special case and notes that for finite samples, it will be difficult to distinguish this distribution from the Student-t. Unlike the latter, however, the former is tractable analytically and can generate a higher probability concentration around its mean. As Tsay (2002) , Huang & Huang (2003) , and Carr & Wu (2004) show, this form of symmetry leads to simpler option pricing formula. 10 Absent actual parameter estimates, this assumption appears innocuous and has been commonly invoked.
(2). Suppose η u = η d = η and λ u = λ d , then relative to GBM, the distribution of r(s) will be skewed and have excess kurtosis and the relative size of λ u and λ d will lead to negative or positive skewness.
(3). Suppose η u = η d and λ u = λ d = λ, again the resulting r(s) will be skewed and show excess kurtosis. However, the relative size of η u and η d will determine whether the distribution is negatively or positively skewed.
Note that relative to LJD, the DEJD provides additional econometric flexibility in the following sense: Under LJD, a single compound Poisson process derives the news arrival and both up and down jumps have the same arrival intensity and jump distribution. Under the DEJD, however, the above special cases may be distinguished.
Both the LJD and the DEJD can explain the widely documented volatility smile in the option pricing literature. In particular, Kou (2002) , Kou & Wang (2004) , and others have demonstrated that the excess kurtosis and skewness of the DEJD under the physical measure generates similar features in the risk neutral distribution, leading to errors in option prices, particularly for deep in and out of money options, resulting in a convex implied volatility surface.
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The estimated DEJD parameters reported below indicate strong negative skewness in both the risk neutral and the physical returns distribution, which indicates that the probability of a large decrease in stock prices exceeds the probability of a large increase. Jackwerth & Rubinstein (1996) termed this phenomenon as "crashophobia". The economic rationale for crashophobia is that put options are used as hedging instruments to protect against large downward movements in stock prices. This demand by investors due to portfolio insurance strategies has increased the price of protection (resulting in a "crash premium") and therefore the left tail of the risk neutral distribution has more weight.
Maximum Likelihood Estimation
We rely on maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method to obtain parameter estimates for DEJD because MLE has desirable statistical properties. Other methods for the estimation of jump-diffusion processes, including the generalized method of moments, the simulated moment estimation, and MCMC methods, among others are surveyed in Aït-Sahalia & Hansen (2004) . The details on MLE estimation of jump-diffusion processes is discussed in Sorensen (1991) , who proves that for large samples, MLE is the best method of estimation, because under mild regularity conditions, the estimated parameter are consistent, asymptotically normal and asymptotically efficient (also see Bates (2003b) and the reference section of Aït-Sahalia (2002)). However, MLE requires a complete specification of the transition density, which for nonlinear models may be difficult to obtain. Fortunately, the DEJD is a linear process with independent increments and an explicit transition density. Moreover, the selected distributions for the jump components have properties that make the MLE tractable. Lastly, Aït-Sahalia (forthcoming) has shown that MLE offers advantages in disentangling jumps from diffusion. (2), . . . , S(M )} denote the the realizations of stock price at equallyspaced times k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , M . The one period rate of return
The unconditional density of s = 1 period returns, f (r), is (see appendix 1 for derivation):
Where P (n, λ) = e −λ λ n n! and f n,m (r) (n ≥ 0 and m ≥ 0) is the conditional density for one period returns, conditional on the given numbers of up and down jumps (m, n). The log-likelihood given M equally spaced returns observations is:
The unconditional density, f (r), is a mixture density (i.e., a Poisson weighted sum of four conditional densities). Kiefer (1978) and Honoré (1998) have shown that for mixture densities, care must be taken to ensure that the log-likelihood function remains bounded by properly restricting the admissible parameters. Otherwise a singularity problem arises, and the log-likelihood function becomes infinite. Hamilton (1994, page 689) and Kiefer (1978) have offered remedies to deal with this problem. As Hamilton (1994) shows singularities do not pose a major problem so long as the the selected numerical maximization procedure converges to a local maxima. Moreover, standard errors for the estimates can be constructed using the information matrix (see below).
The Newton-Raphson method has been a widely used numerical procedure for likelihood optimization. This method requires the first and second order derivatives of the log-likelihood function.
Such derivatives are difficult to compute for the DEJD model. To avoid this difficulty we use Powell's method. The latter method uses successive line optimization in the conjugate directions and does not necessitate the use of the derivatives. Hamilton (1994, page 139 ) provides a complete description of Powell's optimization procedure. The optimization programs we use are taken from Press, Teukolsky, Vetterling & Flannery (1992) .
The likelihood function in (5) involves double infinite summations and double improper integrals. First, piecewise Gaussian quadratures are employed to compute the integrals (Press et al. 1992 ). We find that for plausible parameter values, lower bound truncation of the integrals at (-2.0) provides six digit accuracy for most cases. Next, the infinite sums are calculated using the usual termination criterion; if
−10 , which guarantees at least eight digits accuracy. Standard error for the estimates is obtained by the outer-product method, which is based on the first derivative of the likelihood function (see Hamilton (1994) , page 143). We performed extensive Monte Carlo simulation and found that our programs and the estimation procedures are accurate and reliable. The Monte Carlo results will not be reported here to save space but are available from the authors.
Model Selection
The DEJD is compared with the LJD, the GBM, and six popular versions of ARCH specification.
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For model selection, we adopt the widely-used Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) proposed by Schwarz (1978) . Unlike significance tests, BIC allows comparison of more than two models at the same time and does not require that the alternatives to be nested. BIC is a "conservative" criterion (relative to AIC) in the sense that it heavily penalizes over parameterization.
Suppose the kth model M k , has parameter vector θ k , where θ k consists of n k independent parameters to be estimated. Denoteθ k as the MLE of θ k . Then, BIC for Model M k is defined as:
where m is the number of observations in data set D and f (D|θ k , M k ) is the maximized likelihood function. Clearly the best "fit" model is one with the smallest BIC.
We provide comparisons of the DEJD (θ DEJD = (µ, σ, λ, p, η u , η d )) relative to GBM (θ GM B = (µ, σ)), the LJD (θ JD = (λ, α, β, µ, σ)) and the following popular ARCH specifications. Suppose return over the i-th period, r i = µ + ε i , where ε i = √ h i e i and {e i } is a sequence of draws from an IID standard normal. Six ARCH alternatives are obtained by different parameterization of h i :
(1). ARCH (1):
(6). EGARCH(1,1): ln(h i ) = w + α 1 g(z i−1 ) + γ 1 ln(h i−1 ) and θ EGARCH(1,1) = (µ, w, α 1 , γ 1 , ρ).
Data and Results
The estimation of DEJD, as well as the calculation of the standard errors, is computationally expensive and time consuming because the likelihood function involves double infinite summations and double improper integrals. On a high-performance computer (Itanium II, 1.3 GHz CPU with 1GB RAM using HP-Fortran), 4-7 hours of computation time is needed to obtain the first set of parameter estimates for a series consisting of 1256 observations. To ensure the likelihood is fully optimized, at least two rounds of estimation are conducted for each series. While "good" initial parameter values may be helpful, and in some cases such values were obtained by cumulant matching methods, they are not necessary.
Another challenge arising during the estimation process is the possibility that the likelihood function may explode rather than converge. To avoid the singularity problem described above, we choose a range of initial values to ensure the parameter space is large enough to cover the true parameter values. We also ensure that the likelihood function obtained by Powell's method converges.
Hence the conditions described in Hamilton (1994) and Kiefer (1978) are met and the consistency and asymptotic normality of the obtained maximum likelihood estimates are guaranteed.
To manage the required computational time, we adopt the following estimation strategy. As a first step, we select daily returns for 100 firms from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) data. These returns span the period 31/10/1996 through 31/12/1998 (547 Observations) and are adjusted for dividend and splits. We estimate GBM, LJD, and DEJD for each series and use the BIC criterion to identify firms for which the DEJD specification fits the data best. In the second step, we use longer and more recent data for the "best fit" firms, as well as daily and monthly data for the S&P-500 and the NASDAQ composite to assess the performance of DEJD.
The 100 firms are selected for the first step of this analysis trade on the main exchanges in the United States (48 NASDAQ, 48 NYSE, and 4 AMEX and OTC). The criteria for selecting these firms are as follows. Roughly half of the sampled firms are well recognized names, such as General Electric (GE) and Microsoft (MSFT). These firms were chosen because they permit comparisons to other studies. Moreover, a large number of analysts and institutional investors follow and trade on the news affecting these highly liquid firms, which is important given the event driven nature of the jump-diffusion models. The other half of the sampled firms were selected for their high kurtosis. Table 2 contains the log-likelihood values for GBM, LJD, and DEJD specifications, as well as the estimated parameters for DEJD. Two clear results emerge from the data in the table. First, based on BIC criterion, both the LJD and DEJD fit the data better than GBM for every firm. This is not surprising as it confirms the findings reported in previous studies that favor models with jumps.
Second, and perhaps somewhat surprising, the DEJD performs better than LJD for only 11 firms (6 Nasdaq and 5 NYSE). Of course, the weak support for DEJD specification may be a consequence of the time period considered, the firms sampled, the up and down distributions selected, or the choice of BIC, which is a relatively conservative criterion. Nonetheless, the results fall short of our expectations given the flexibility associated with DEJD. ). For the down jumps these figures are once every three days and 2.00% (
), respectively. The average jump amplitudes seem relatively small, while the intensity of news arrival appears large.
13 It is important to note that the combination of high jump intensity and small jump magnitudes generates high peak and the leptokurtic feature under DEJD.
Overall, the parameter estimates reported in Table 2 have reasonable values and are informative.
In particular, the table shows that the symmetric version of DEJD (i.e., η u = η d = η and λ u = λ d = λ), rarely occurs. As noted earlier, several important applications of the DEJD, including Huang & Huang (2003) , Broadie & Yamamoto (2003) , and Carr & Wu (2004) , invoke this assumption. The data in Table 2 provides no empirical justification for this assumption.
In the second step of this analysis, we assess the performance of the DEJD in relation to the GBM, LJD, and the ARCH alternatives. Table 3 presents the sample statistics for these returns data. The large range of returns, particularly for the indexes, reflect significant booms and crashes that occur during the period considered.
All returns appear highly skewed and exhibit large tail probabilities, and not surprisingly, the jump specifications provide reasonably good fit for these data. Finally, note that the skewness and kurtosis of individual stocks is similar to that of the indexes. Gourieroux (1997) ). The GBM specifications fails to beat the alternatives for every returns series.
The MLE estimates for GBM, LJD, and DEJD are presented in Table 5 . Parameter estimates that are significant at 95% or higher confidence level appear in bold face. Under the DEJD, all parameter estimates for the daily S&P-500 and daily NASDAQ returns are statistically significant and their magnitudes confirm the widely held view that indexes tend to jump down more than they jump up. The results for individual stocks appear somewhat mixed; while the estimated mean down-jump (η d ) is always significant, the associated jump intensity (λ d ) is rarely significant.
Under the LJD, the estimated jump intensity (λ) is always significant while the mean jump size (α)
is mostly insignificant. As expected, the addition of a jump component significantly changes the estimated drift and volatility parameters associated with the continuous part of the process.
The parameter estimates in Table 5 in conjunction with the formula in Table 1 can be used to calculate the moments of the returns distribution. Comparison of the calculated moments with the sample moments, particularly skewness and kurtosis (not tabulated), shows that the DEJD matches the empirical moments quite well. Utilizing the parameter estimates in Tables 5, in Figure 1 we plot the fitted densities for GBM, LJD, and DEJD against the sample histograms for the S&P-500 and the NASDAQ daily and monthly series. Clearly the DEJD offers significant improvement in matching the high peak, skewness, and large kurtosis of returns.
Finally, Table 6 presents the parameter estimates for GBM, LJD, and DEJD for monthly S&P-500 returns for the period 1926-2003 and several sub-periods. The table shows that both the jump intensity and the distribution of jump magnitudes associated with LJD and DEJD change considerably over time, though the shift in parameters appear to be consistent with the economic events and trends in each sub-period. The data in Table 6 indicate significant parameter instability, particularly time-varying jump intensity. Andersen, Benzoni & Lund (2002) extend the JD models to allow for time-varying jump intensity. Applying this generalization to the DEJD represents an interesting extension, which the authors are pursuing at this time.
Conclusions
The paper presented the first comprehensive empirical assessment of the DEJD. We provided maximum likelihood estimates for a large sample of CRSP firms, the S&P-500, and the NASDAQ composite. Using the BIC criterion, we assessed the performance of DEJD relative to six popular versions of ARCH, the LJD, and GBM. We found that while DEJD is superior to GBM, its performance relative to LJD and the ARCH alternatives is considerably weaker. These finding are significant because while the LJD is simpler from an econometric perspective (transition density has a convenient expression), the DEJD is better suited for pricing derivatives, particularly path-dependent contingent claims (See Kou (2002) , Kou & Wang (2004) , and Sepp (2004)). Accordingly, it is interesting to determine which model is more compatible with index and individual equity data. Our results shows that for indexes, the DEJD performs better than LJD, though both are dominated by ARCH alternatives. For individual stocks, the DEJD performs poorly overall, except for firms marked with"****" in Table 5 . Therefore, we conclude that care should be taken when applying the DEJD option pricing formula to price individual stock options.
The weak support for DEJD specification may be a consequence of the distributional choice for the jump magnitudes. The choice of jump magnitude distribution may be particularly important. To see this contention, note that the estimates for η u in Table 2 ranges from 14 to 150, with the majority exceeding 40. Given these parameter values, the density function for the up jumps,
), appears to peak at 1 (i.e., a price jump of 0%), and drops sharply as x increases. For example, if η u = 80, then over 95% of the up jumps will be less than 3% in magnitude. For individual stocks, price jumps of less than 3% probably should perhaps be regarded as normal part of the GBM. Therefore, for most price increases, the DEJD specification will have a difficult time separating normal price movements from jumps. Perhaps a better choice of the distribution should have a single mode above 3%. Given this observation, future research should consider other distributions such as Gamma. A better distributional choice will likely enhance the empirical support for this generalization, though the likelihood function is bound to become more complicated.
There are a number of other interesting directions for future extensions of this work. As a starting point, other estimation techniques, such as the generalized method of moments and its variants, may be utilized. As Eraker et al. (2003) and others have shown, stochastic volatility is an important component of the return process and should be integrated into the DEJD specification. This extension has already been proposed by Keppo et al. (2003) but it results in a very complicated likelihood function. With the moment based methods it may be simpler to determine whether stochastic volatility remains important when the jump component of return process has a more complex structure as in DEJD. Time-varying jump intensities offer another direction to extend the DEJD specification. In related research the authors are currently investigating some of these issues.
On a theoretical front, optimal inter-temporal portfolio choice models (e.g., Wu (2003) ) can be revisited taking the DEJD process as exogenous. In similar vein, information arrival plays a significant role in driving the dynamics of other economic variables, including foreign exchange, inflation, short term interest rates, and commodity prices. The DEJD can be easily adopted to these areas as well. Moreover it may be interesting to assess the significance of the proposed distinction between good and bad news in these settings.
Appendix 1: The Derivation of the Density of Returns
Let N u s = m and N d s = n be the number of up-and down-jumps during the time interval with length s. The conditional densities of s period returns can be derived under four combination of m and n: m = 0 and n = 0 (no jumps occur); m = 0 and n ≥ 1 (only down-jumps occur); m ≥ 1 and n = 0 (only up-jumps occur); and m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 1 (both types of jumps occur).
All four conditional densities can be derived using convolution techniques and distributional properties. Before deriving the conditional density, we note some useful facts about Pareto, Beta and exponential distributions (Patel, Kapadia & Owen 1976) :
where Y i ∼ exp(θ) and they are independent, then X ∼ Γ(n, θ). by F1 and F3) is U |m ∼ Γ(m, η u ) with the density:
Similarly, for N d s = n ≥ 1 the conditional distribution of D is −D|n ∼ Γ(n, η d ) with the density:
Applying the above two results, the conditional density of T = U +D, given m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 1, is:
Now, we are ready to determine all four conditional densities. For the case m = 0 and n = 0, the conditional density is that of N ((µ − 0.5σ 2 )s, σ 2 s):
When m = 0 and n ≥ 1, the conditional distribution is the independent sum of −Γ(n, η d ) and
Similarly, for m ≥ 1 and n = 0, the conditional distribution is the independent sum of Γ(m, η u ) and N((µ − 1 2 σ 2 )s, σ 2 s):
Finally, for m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 1, the conditional distribution is the independent sum of the distribution for T and N((µ − 1 2 σ 2 )s, σ 2 s). Then the conditional density of r(s) is:
Next we derive the unconditional density of s = 1 period returns. Letting P (n, λ) = e −λ λ n n! , the unconditional density for one period returns, f (r), can be written as the Poisson weighted sum of the four conditional densities (A2-A5):
and as equation (A6) shows, the unconditional distribution of returns is a mixture density. and Kurtosis = E(X − EX) Table 2 : Cont. Log-likelihood for alternative models. Dividend and split adjusted returns data for 100 firms, selected from CRSP, are used to estimate three alternative specifications: the Geometric Brownian Motion (GBM), the Log-normal Jump Diffusion (LJD), and the Double Exponential Jump Diffusion (DEJD). The daily data spans the period 10/96 through 12/98 (N=547). The first three columns report the loglikelihood for each specification. Based on BIC criterion, models with jumps fit the data better than GBM for all firms. The cases where DEJD performs better than LJD (11 firms) appear in bold. The results for daily S&P500 and summary statistics for the estimated parameters are reported at the bottom of this that the parameter estimate is significant at 95% or higher confidence level. The symbol "****" indicates that DEJD provides the best fit among all alterntaive specifications by the BIC criterion (See Table 4 ). Similarly, "***" indicates LJD is the best, "**" indicates that DEJD is better than LJD, and finally "*" indicates that LJD is better than DEJD. Dividend and split adjusted daily returns for the 11 stocks span the period effects S&P 500 options more than up jumps or stochastic volatility.
6 Using daily data, Ramezani and Zeng (1998) provided estimates for 6 firms and the S&P-500 index for the period 1991-92. However, they did not undertake a comprehensive examination and comparison, as is done here.
7 Ekholm & Pasternack (2002) link the negative skewness in returns to management's strategic disclosure of news about the firm's prospects. They show that returns for days with non-scheduled news arrival are negatively skewed.
